Very best,

Dear Communicators,

- Facebook
- Instagram

Wednesday, October 28 | 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm EST
Facebook Live With Dean Lushniak, Kelly Sherman '21

Tuesday, October 20 — Thursday, October 22 | 11:00 am - 1:30 pm EST
Monday, October 19 — Wednesday, October 21 | 11:00 am - 4:00 pm EST
Health Literacy in Action Conference 2020

Wednesday, October 15 | 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm EST
UMB President's Symposium: Health Literacy as a Social Determinant of Health

Each month, our Happiness & Wellness Initiative will share “Some Good News” from the SPH and

- CDC Acknowledges Coronavirus Can Spread Via Airborne Transmission—
- CDC Says Coronavirus Can Spread Indoors in Updated Guidance—
- CBS Baltimore
- UMD Scientists Say Vice Presidential Debate Needs Air Filtration System Due To Coronavirus—
- Beyond Plexiglass: Scientists Say This Simple Solution Could Keep VP Debate Safer—
- The Plexiglass Barriers at Tonight’s Debate Will be Pretty Useless, Virus Experts Say—

PHILANTHROPY IN ACTION
- technology, and Jonathan Maa '18, a 25-year old public health science alum, made DC Inno's 25
- Veeraj Shah '21, a 21-year-old majoring in biological sciences and health sciences, policy and
- 25" DC Area Young Health Innovators, Entrepreneurs
- climate effects on health care delivery for medically-vulnerable populations.
- Climate Impacts on Kidney Disease
- Richard Remigio Receives NIH Award to Support Research on
- Foundation.
- the 2020 cohort of the Health Policy Research Scholars, a training and leadership program led by
- Scholar
- Maryland Votes - 2020 General Election
- whose name was chosen for the members' interest in reimagining public health work and research
- encourage one another to make social change through public health. The Agents of Change—
- A group of mostly Black public health faculty members have formed a group to support and
- A Change is Gonna Come
- to improve COVID vaccine acceptance among African Americans through health promotion efforts.
- SPH experts Hongjie Liu and Sandra Quinn are part of two teams recently funded by UMB/UMD
- COVID Research
- provide important information about how our neighborhood environments influence our COVID risk.
- Using Google Street View images and computer vision techniques, Quynh Nguyen examined
- COVID Risk
- more through testing the campus community and local residents.
- healthy? Professor Don Milton's Stop COVID study is pursuing answers to these questions and
- masks? How far apart should we really stand and how risky it is to be near someone who appears
- What makes someone a super-spreader? Why are some people asymptomatic? How effective are
- Answering COVID's Big Questions, on Campus
- Study: New Year Neighborhood Design Could Impact Year COVID Risk
- Longer time spent in less green urban areas and more time spent around green spaces were both linked to lower chance of COVID-19 infection.
- Rapid Tests and Vaccine Trust: SPH Faculty Receive Grants for COVID Research
- Efforts through a new partnership with the health system are expected to enhance the understanding of vaccine acceptance.

A Change in Gonna Care

Election 2020
- ASPH calls on Presidential Candidates to Prioritize Leadership in Creating a New Culture of
- Love at New Heights: Happy Engagement for SPH Alumna
- Some Good News | Love at New Heights: Happy Engagement for SPH Alumna

The Latest

Answering COVID’s Big Questions, on Campus

Study: New Year Neighborhood Design Could Impact Year COVID Risk

Rapid Tests and Vaccine Trust: SPH Faculty Receive Grants for COVID Research

HAPPY AND WELL

The Well Terp

Some Good News | Love at New Heights: Happy Engagement for SPH Alumna

EVENTS

- Mary Janine Godfrey Denning Memorial Public Health Teaching Award
- Public Health Without Borders Organization Expand
- GIFTS TO HELP NEWLY RENAMED PUBLIC HEALTH BEYOND BORDERS ORGANIZATION EXPAND
- PHILANTHROPY IN ACTION
- IN THE NEWS
- HAPPY AND WELL
- EVENTS